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A layer of dust has somewhat had time to settle following the release of 

the Pandora Papers. The slow turning of the wheels of justice and the 

rapid speed of the news cycle crowding out the results leave the general 

population with the impression that these leaks occur, but there is no 

corresponding outcome or justice as a result. This represents a 

significant problem in terms of the impact of the Pandora Papers, and 

future leaks of this nature. There is a risk of looking at the issues that 

emerge through the leaks as “normality of relations” in our societies. In 

order for these crucial disclosures to remain impactful and continue to 

be the catalyst for regulatory reform, it is essential that any 

normalisation of harmful actions is strongly resisted. 

 

https://corporatesocialresponsibilityblog.com/2021/12/30/pandora-papers-and-public-apathy/
https://corporatesocialresponsibilityblog.com/2021/12/30/pandora-papers-and-public-apathy/
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Now the dust has somewhat had time to settle following the release of the Pandora Papers, 

it is possible to consider their impact and effect on the landscape of accountability and 

change, and more specifically, ask, what do we expect from such significant leaks and 

disclosures that expose secrecy.      

Dubbed the Pandora Papers, the latest in a series of high profile and largescale leaks 

regarding how wealth is moved, stored, and obscured globally through a sophisticated 

network of offshore accounts has come to light following extensive analysis from the 

International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (ICIJ). The cache includes 11.9m files 

from companies hired by wealthy clients to create elaborate offshore financial structures 

and secretive trusts in a number of tax havens, including the Cayman Islands, Dubai, 

Monaco, Panama, and Switzerland, amongst others. 

Similar to the Panama Papers, they provide intimate details and uncover how the global elite 

manage their wealth, moving much of it offshore as a means to hide wealth, and in many 

cases to minimise or avoid taxes altogether within jurisdictions where the wealth is 

generated, however, the Pandora papers differ significantly in that they cover a much wider 

geographical scope, focusing on several tax havens and 14 offshore service providers. 

The use of offshore companies in and of itself is not illegal, and legitimate reasons exist to do 

so, by example security, however, we do not have to forget that transnational tax crimes 

often involve hiding assets abroad and offshore tax havens may represent the best location 

for such a purpose. This is because offshore tax havens are often characterised by levels of 

enhanced secrecy, a lack of cooperation with international investigations, and their 

willingness to turn a blind eye to financial crimes including sanctions-busting, tax evasion, 

fraud, and money laundering (Su & Tan, 2018, pp. 1068-1069, Christensen, 2011, pp. 192-

193). 

While the work undertaken by the ICIJ and partner associations is of critical importance in 

uncovering and identifying specific vulnerabilities to national taxation and corruption 

frameworks and enabling levels of accountability through enhanced transparency, we must 

assess the public impact of such disclosures.  

https://corporatesocialresponsibilityblog.com/
https://www.icij.org/investigations/pandora-papers/frequently-asked-questions-about-the-pandora-papers-and-icij/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAq7COBhC2ARIsANsPATEa-NpoFMQFHv4u2wzUD3lwVdSi8MEYKEbX1xq40z8IAzL_BR7xLZcaAgv6EALw_wcB
https://www.icij.org/
https://www.icij.org/investigations/panama-papers/#_ga=2.188816930.86765678.1640801067-2134059112.1640801067&_gac=1.254113274.1640801201.Cj0KCQiAq7COBhC2ARIsANsPATGocyIXEDNqwWmZos4PReku7KMV9myPMiDNTUVQkKizfNivdmbqANEaAhowEALw_wcB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeUtUYwnf_c&t=1022s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeUtUYwnf_c&t=1022s
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Following the news of the initial disclosures around the incoming Pandora Papers 

revelations, a cursory glance at responses on social media platforms, by example Facebook, 

Twitter, and Reddit, highlighted a repeated scepticism and fatigue amongst general users. 

This scepticism did not in anyway centre around the integrity, authenticity, or reliability of 

the information provided, but rather, that nothing would be done as a result of the 

information disclosure, and that nothing could be done as this is simply the status quo. 

Such an attitude, while to some degree understandable in the face of systemic and highly 

propagated global industrial fraud and criminality, is both misguided and unhelpful. 

Following the release of the Panama Papers, significant global efforts were made, to a more 

or less degree, to address a number of revelations concerning specific individuals, and the 

use of offshore tax havens and obscure organisational structures as a whole.    

By example, heads of state including the Prime Minister of Iceland and the Prime Minister of 

Pakistan were forced to resign as a result of the leaks, the later was also sentenced to 10 

years in prison on corruption charges, while in Spain, the industry minister was also forced to 

step down. The revelations resulted in the resignation of state prosecutors, Bank CEOs, 

newspaper editors, political advisors, banking supervisory board members, ethics committee 

members, and drew attention to the transgressions of public figures globally. The disclosures 

resulted in governments taking a range of actions to address the offshoring of funds, for 

instance, the largescale government enquiries into the use of trusts located in offshore tax 

havens, resulting in reform and a reduction in the use by three-quarters in New Zealand. 

National taxation services initiated a series of investigations, leading to substantial 

recoveries of unpaid taxes and fines, while in other jurisdictions the police began to 

investigate and target the enablers and facilitators of tax crimes. Some jurisdictions 

introduced rules regarding beneficial ownership and enhanced transparency. And as such 

the speed of the news cycle becomes problematic for several reasons. Modern news moves 

at such an intense pace that it presents an issue for stories that rely on long-term political 

and judicial intervention, and as such, by the time any resultant action of the leak becomes 

apparent, it has lost the spark of the public consciousness (Lorenz-Spreen et al, 2019, p. 6).   

https://corporatesocialresponsibilityblog.com/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/05/iceland-prime-minister-resigns-over-panama-papers-revelations
https://www.ft.com/content/bef9565a-59a4-4290-8b29-f3866db21a84
https://www.ft.com/content/bef9565a-59a4-4290-8b29-f3866db21a84
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/04/16/world/europe/panama-papers-spain.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/spanish-prosecutor-resigns-over-panama-papers-link/
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2016/04/07/first-banking-ceos-head-claimed-panama-papers/82736582/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/21/hong-kong-newspaper-editor-sacked-panama-papers-report
https://www.lankabusinessonline.com/sri-lanka-megapolis-official-resigns-over-panama-papers-scandal/
https://www.reuters.com/article/panama-tax-abn-amro-group-idUSA5N14000Z
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/apr/06/fifa-ethics-committee-member-juan-pedro-damiani-resigns-panama-papers
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2016/apr/06/fifa-ethics-committee-member-juan-pedro-damiani-resigns-panama-papers
https://www.icij.org/investigations/panama-papers/what-happened-after-the-panama-papers/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/no-safe-havens-2019/no-safe-havens-2019-responding-appropriately
https://www.icij.org/inside-icij/2017/12/belgian-authorities-raid-bank-linked-offshore-companies-found-panama-papers/
https://www.icij.org/inside-icij/2018/03/panama-papers-indonesia-urges-beneficial-owners-come-hiding/
https://www.icij.org/investigations/panama-papers/how-the-panama-papers-spooked-colombias-elite-to-own-up-about-their-wealth/
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This is by no means a new phenomenon - Shakespeare wrote of “the law’s delays,” placing 

them amongst the “whips and scorns of time” in Hamlet, while Dickens Bleak House 

lamented the pace of the judiciary which, “…so exhausts finances, patience, courage, hope, 

so overthrows the brain and breaks the heart,” however, while the wheels of justice turn 

slowly, they must do so for fear of crushing the innocent. 

Therefore, the slow turning of the wheels of justice, and the rapid speed of the news cycle 

crowding out the results leaves the general population with the impression that these leaks 

occur, but there is no corresponding outcome or justice as a result. For instance, from the 

research conducted within the EU-funded project VIRTEU, it emerged not only that 

professionals act systemically as facilitators of economic crime but also that they are almost 

never prosecuted or sanctioned for playing such a role. 

The proliferation of public attitudes presents a significant problem in terms of the impact of 

the Pandora Papers, and future leaks of this nature. Justice must be seen to be done – and 

therefore, when justice does occur, it would be helpful for the news agencies to provide an 

equally significant focus on the outcome of the leaks, as opposed to simply the scandal of 

the leaks themselves. 

The lack of focus on outcomes risks not only giving the impression that nothing has changed 

but also endangers entrenching a broad feeling of hopelessness and powerlessness in order 

to challenge the status quo. Once the general public enter abroad mindset of, ‘nothing 

changes so what's the point’, accompanied by normalising the use of highly technical and 

intricate exploitation of legal loopholes as simply the means through which business is done, 

there exists the risk of broad apathy amongst the populace accompanied with a quiet 

acceptance (Yamamoto, Kushin, & Dalisay, 2017, p. 165). The existence of such an 

acceptance jeopardises the hope of any meaningful change through the exertion of public 

interest pressure. 

 

https://corporatesocialresponsibilityblog.com/
https://www.corporatecrime.co.uk/virteu
https://www.corporatecrime.co.uk/virteu-symposium-the-professionals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZ28h2R7u6U&t=501s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVhVD0L6YPw&t=1089s
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Some decried that the information held within the Pandora Papers offered up nothing new, 

and many of the systems and processes utilised, by example, Tony Blair avoiding the 

incursion of £312,000 property tax by purchasing a company that holds the property, so in 

strictly legal terms the ownership of the property has not changed, occurs so regularly as to 

not constitute any sort of newsworthy phenomenon or problem. Or simply, the lack of 

evidence of strictly criminal tax evasion is in and of itself evidence for the absence of prolific 

tax evasion. Yet these arguments miss the salient point – which is the status quo, and the 

existing structures and processes, regardless of their questionable legality, perpetuate harms 

and their very existence represents an injustice. Simply because something may fall within 

the strict boundaries of not criminal, makes it neither right, nor moral, and fails completely 

to address the public interest natures of the arguments regarding complex methods of 

offshoring wealth or otherwise abusing corporate structures in order to avoid taxes that 

everyday citizens are subject to, perpetuating the existence of a dual tax system – one where 

common taxes and obligations remain optional for the wealthy and powerful, and one where 

the everyday population remain subject to the same taxes and obligations (Lipman, 2021). 

Therefore, the persistent reliance upon falling back to the existing systems as a guide to 

legitimacy, and simply that because something happens prolifically, then it is not worthy of 

attention or scrutiny, is counterproductive and perpetuates these injustices. Critically, this 

problem is at the heart of the discussions around important leaks and whistleblower reports, 

and that is, taking the existing system as the benchmark and starting point of fairness and 

acceptable conduct, and not, having the starting point entrenched within the concept of 

justice, fairness, and the public interest. 

As it has been demonstrated through numerous high-profile leaks, including the Pandora 

Papers, the Panama Papers, Luxleaks, FINCEN files, the Paradise Papers, and numerous 

others, whistleblowers and leakers play a central role in drawing public attention to the 

injustices perpetrated through a lack of effective regulation, and the exploitation of 

deliberately obscure and complex structures in order to evade or avoid legal responsibilities 

and paying the fair rate of taxation.  

https://corporatesocialresponsibilityblog.com/
https://www.taxresearch.org.uk/Blog/2021/10/07/the-real-message-from-the-pandora-papers-is-that-it-is-the-fight-to-save-democracy-that-is-the-big-offshore-issue-now/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-58780559
https://www.icij.org/investigations/luxembourg-leaks/
https://www.icij.org/investigations/fincen-files/global-banks-defy-u-s-crackdowns-by-serving-oligarchs-criminals-and-terrorists/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAq7COBhC2ARIsANsPATFOWes4jiaDC9Qo3n4MP40yziUbq80_UAXnNDSUYufUWLU1er66cNUaAr3nEALw_wcB
https://www.icij.org/investigations/paradise-papers/
https://www.corporatecrime.co.uk/virteu-whistleblowing
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These disclosures have shown time and time again that there exists significant international 

public interest in populations being aware of this knowledge, and that as a direct result of 

the information disclosed powerful actors are being held to account, and widescale 

institutional reform is slowly gaining traction by virtue of injustices embedding themselves in 

the public consciousness. In order for these leaks and disclosures to remain impactful and 

continue to be the catalyst for regulatory reform, it is essential that any tendency to 

normalise harmful and unethical actions is strongly resisted, principally through the 

demonstration of the effectiveness of the disclosures, and conceptualising the issues 

brought to light, not from the perspective of binary legality, but a principled argument of 

fairness and justice. 
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